April 30, 2020

Re: Coronavirus Protocol Reminders
Dear Residents:
We have just passed the 9th week since our first communication about the Coronavirus on
March 2. Everyday brings continuous learning about the spread of this fierce virus. Today
we became aware that there are more cases along our State’s southern border towns with
Massachusetts. Also, two additional long-term care facilities have experienced virus
outbreaks In Manchester and Franklin. Both facilities are less than 20 miles south and north
of Concord -- Too close for comfort! Because of these concerning outbreaks and our love
and care for all of you, we are reminding everyone there are vulnerabilities to our Community
and all of us must be diligent in following the protocols to help keep the virus away from HHH.
It has been a long and arduous 2 months in which the HHH Team has adopted many new
mandates from the Center of Decease Control, Center for Medicare/Medicaid Services and
the NH Department of Health and Human Services. The Management Team has participated
in 50+ communication forums to keep up to date with the latest news and rules, shared ideas
and concerns with our colleagues in New Hampshire and nationwide. Dozens of new HHH
service programs have been developed and implemented, programs revamped, sewing
teams organized to make masks for all residents and staff and protection gowns for the
nursing care teams. Residents and staff are wearing masks, visitation is off limits for those in
congregate areas and social distancing is taking place at every living level on our 2
campuses. And… the list goes on and on.
As overwhelming and tedious as this new process has been for all of us, these strict
protocols and keeping tight control of our Community borders has helped HHH to keep the
virus away, so far. However, our work is not done! None of us can let our guard down now.
As we head into warmer days and evenings, this notice is a reminder and our plea to all
Residents to continue to observe the important protocols that have been established. Listed
below are some helpful reminders for all of us to practice.
REMINDERS:
•

Lodge Residents may not leave the campus with the exception of going to a medical
appointment and returning directly to HHH. This means not shopping or visiting before
returning to the Lodge.

•

Lodge Residents may not have visitors at this time. That means no visitors inside the
Lodge Building or meeting visitors on the Campus grounds to take a walk with them.

•

Lodge Residents may take a walk on the grounds. However, while doing so, cannot
stop and visit a friend in a cottage. The reason for this is if they happen to be ill with

the virus, you could then bring it back into the Lodge Building where many residents
and staff could become ill.
•

The patio gathering areas on each campus should not be used until further notice.

•

Residents need to wear a mask whenever they are out of their living area. Though
one may intend to have a solo walk, there is great potential to see a friend along the
way on Main Street, in a Lodge corridor, or on the walking path. If you stop to chat a
mask is needed and social distancing should be maintained – 6 feet apart!
If you need another mask. Just speak to the Housing Staff on your campus and they
will make one available for you.

•

Overnight visitors are not permitted in Resident Cottage homes at this time. Both
guest accommodations are also closed. The only visitors Residents should be having
during this virus period are family or friends that are delivering food directly to a
person’s home.

•

Service workers that are not part of a certified agency should not be working in
anyone’s home at this time. HHH employees and agency workers participate in a daily
health screening including a temperature check before they are allowed to work. This
happens every single day someone is on the job and includes every position
and is in effect 24 hours a day. This means hiring people for personal housework,
garden maintenance, errand running, etc. should not be taking place while we are still
experiencing virus conditions.

We know you miss socializing with one another. We miss chatting and laughing with all of
you too! These protocols are not the fun and friendly HHH we have all come to love.
However, they are necessary for a while longer as these practices will help reduce exposure
risk to this Community.
We are not immune to this virus, it could breach our HHH borders at any time. We need to
continue to be HHH Strong and not make it easy by all doing our very best to keep it away.
These are unusual times, let’s all do our part to stay well, be safe and be kind!
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